Lieux & Enjeux

History, memories and urban strategies:
Meeting between COST Action European Middle Class Mass Housing and CRH-LAVUE

14h – 17h30 - Visioconférence
Organisée par Ahmed Benbernou, Yankel Fijalkow, Aurore Reynaud, Clara Sandrini

Inscription par mail :
clara.sandrini@paris-valdeseine.archi.fr
14h00 / Introduction: Yankel Fijalkow & Ahmed Benbernou

14h10 / Session 1: Strategies

Adriana Pablos Llona (Harvard University): *The fall and rise of modernist residential districts. Six spatial strategies of Housing Adaptation*

Aurore Reynaud, Yankel Fijalkow (CRH-LAVUE): *The mass housing heritage of the « Thirty glorious years » in France*

15h00 / Session 2: History, memories and narratives

Nicole De Togni (Politecnico di Milano): *The fragility of memories, narratives and rhetoric: the ordinary residential heritage of the Italian city in the second half of the twentieth century under the test of paradigm shifts and major events*

Ahmed Benbernou, (CRH-LAVUE): *Legacy of the «Plan of Constantine» between maintenance and neglect*

15h50 / Pause

16h10 / Session 3: Participations of inhabitants

David Esteban et Clara Sandrini (CRH-LAVUE): «Modern» buildings: town planning facing inhabitants empowerment, France-Bulgaria comparison

Melinda Benko (Budapest University of Technology and Economics): *Renewal Projects Based on Local Memories: Contemporary Interventions in Budapest’s Large Housing Estates*

17h00 / Final Remarks: Bernard Haumont